WEEKLY UPDATE: EDITION 26
2019/2020
PAGE ONE: THOUGHTS FROM THE HEAD
Dear Parents,

Happy Easter to you all—and I hope that you are enjoying the lovely sunshine we are experiencing at the
moment, even if for most of us that do not live by the coast it is very difficult not to wish we could be beside the
seaside (beside the sea) as we would in different times. Nevertheless, I have been so pleased to see the many
examples of pupil resourcefulness and making the most of the current situation that you can see across the
following pages.
Pupils and staff have been completing all manner of challenges and making the most of their newfound
situations, and have certainly shown the resilience and positivity that mark out St Joseph's pupils .
As we approach the Easter weekend, it is for many a be a time for reflection, and is historically a time for families
to gather together, regardless of their religious beliefs. That this is the most important celebration in the Christian
calendar and yet church doors remain closed is a clear indication of the remarkable times in which we live, but a
lesson, should we need one, that the church is so much more than the building in which parishioners meet. This
was the subject of a discussion as to whether churches should be open for Easter that I heard yesterday on the
radio, and is of course applicable to schools that are naturally places to meet, to share experiences, to come
together, and that also find themselves closed, counter to the hopes of much of society, but central to our efforts
to maintain social distancing and protect our most vulnerable.
The moving applause for Key Workers that echoes through Launceston and around the country on Thursday
evenings reminds us of what we have in common, and the shared care we must have for one another. The
sacrifices we are all making in observing the government regulations are for a greater good, and everyone who
follows them is playing their part, and ensuring we can create what will doubtless be a somewhat changed
‘normal’ when we are together again.
I have no doubt there are many of you who are filled with trepidation at the thought of school re-starting, and
pupils remaining at home. Please, please do contact class teachers and form teachers with these concerns. It is
particularly the case with Junior School pupils that parents who are working may potentially find things more
difficult—we are here to help, and will do all we can to ensure that work is appropriate to circumstance. We want
the children here and to ensure no child is disadvantaged while we are unable to open our doors, and are keen to
maximise contact, both in real-time and through meaningful feedback, in the many forms this can take.
And so, on Good Friday, it is perhaps opportune for those of all religions and of none to consider that from the
bleakest of moments there can come hope, and that we will move to happier times again. The children that
populate this newsletter and our school are proof of that, and I look forward to seeing you all again soon.
With best wishes,
Mr Scott
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Hello from the Matthews family!
Firstly, I would like to wish you all a very Happy Easter and I hope that you have all been able to enjoy some time
to relax in the sunshine.
As I write this, I am listening to the sounds of children splashing in their paddling pools and power tools whizzing
as my neighbours try to make their way through their bank holiday DIY lists and those jobs they never had the
time to get around to. It comforts me to hear some sense of normality in this strange time.
Being able to take pleasure in the simple things right now is incredibly important. Each day I am thankful to look
out at the two small cherry trees I planted a few years ago. Each year they produce a staggering… five cherries
each! And although they are delicious, it is not the bumper crop I had hoped for. This year however, they are
already both in full bloom with plenty of white flowers, reminding me that, even now, life still continues and
there is always hope and beauty in the world.
The cherry trees, like our children, continue to grow, change and develop. Even when our circumstances change
and our normal routines go out of the window. Every day for our children is a new chance to learn, to hone their
skills, to play and to laugh.
Many of us are starting to adjust to this new way of life and although we are busy, there are worries and
uncertainty and it is not always easy for the whole family to be at home together all the time! Remember that
there is always beauty, there is hope and from this experience we will learn, we will adapt and we will be
stronger for it.
I know our children are showing us exactly this, their
resilience, compassion and ability to carry on in the
face of adversity is fantastic. We have been inundated
with pictures of the fun activities, projects and the
artwork you have all been doing and we are loving
seeing every single message. I know all the teachers
are looking forward to term starting again soon and
we are already making videos and planning lots of
exciting activities to ensure we continue to learn and
enjoy being part of St Jo’s.
I wish you all a Happy Easter and look forward to
hearing of all the fun things you get up to.
With best wises,
Mr Matthews
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EVENTS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
A dose of nature!
You can watch and enjoy the Osprey camera via the Woodland Trust just as Mr Richey did with pupils at
St Joseph's School last year. Students found the live stream fascinating and were hooked to the weekly
updates in class.
Read more below about how Mr Richey introduced this last year and how the Osprey have now arrived
back at the nest site a few days ago. Well done Mr Richey for speaking with the Woodland Trust and
getting the children involved last year.

https://www.obantimes.co.uk/2020/04/07/loch-arkaigospreys-give-cornwalls-coronavirus-lockdown-youth-aboost/
https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/presscentre/2020/04/lockdown-osprey-spectacle/

Buzz and Scuttle - from Mrs Hampton.
Marian Hill is an artist and illustrator who has developed a fascination with insects, particularly beetles. Fortunately
for St Jo’s, Marian is also Mrs Hampton's sister. Her project Buzz and Scuttle was inspired by a research trip to the
Digitisation Department at the Natural History Museum in London and a tour through the amazing insect collection
in the basement. With the help from a number of ecologists and entomologists she has developed a project called
Buzz and Scuttle. The aim of Buzz & Scuttle is to teach children through art and exploration, how extraordinary and
important insects are. As well as designing a mini beast identification poster, Marian has been collaging as many
UK beetles as possible. She is posting a beetle each day on her twitter feed @hill_marian . You can also have a look
at her wider work and the way she uses collage to produce her beautiful pictures at https://www.marianhill.co.uk .
Many more schools will be joining the project in the coming months. However, I know Marian is delighted that St
Joseph's is the first school in the UK to use her Buzz & Scuttle Mini-beast Identification chart and beetle identification cards. You might like to use these to help identify any insects you find as part of the Great Bug Hunt 2020.
Marian has already been impressed by the beautiful butterfly collages made by the Reception Class at the end of
the spring term and would love to see any other collages inspired by
her work. Thank you from all in Reception for their beautiful badges
they received last week! Happy Hunting. Mrs Hampton.
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EVENTS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
Demelza has been keeping fit and
playing cricket. She managed an innings of 80 and a century!
She has a hidden talent for hitting the
ball! Well done Demelza.

I have emailed all pupils with the below links of idea’s
of how to keep their DofE Award going; now could be
a useful time to complete/add to their sections in
these challenging times.
DofE have created DofE.org/DofEWithADifference, where you can find everything
you need to keep young people’s DofE running – including a list of home-based
activities that your participants can change to and start doing right now. They will
be adding to this regularly in coming weeks.
Don’t forget that participants:
·can change their activities to ones they can do from home (as long as they get their
Leader’s approval first).
·have until they’re 25 to do their DofE and can ask for an extension if they’re 24.
·can condense their activity hours to do longer sessions per month, rather than
hourly each week.
One of many DofE at home ideas (also sent to pupils) is in the skills section, to create their own bath bombs!
https://soakster.myshopify.com/products/duke-of-edinburgh-skills-course-12weeks-bronze-level
Mr S Matthews

Guess the Staff member……
Answers for last week’s pictures
Senior Teacher: Mr Cattell
Junior Teacher: Mrs Skerry

Mrs Green enjoyed receiving a photo of Shannon’s
cardboard sculpture!
It is a cheese burger with crinkly fries.
Brilliant, well done Shannon.
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Did you see that the Easter Bunny has visited St Joseph’s School with a little bit of help from Year 8 pupil Louisa?
If you missed the video head to one of our social media pages! Facebook, twitter or Instagram!4
We loved it, well done Louisa.
https://www.facebook.com/StJosephsSchoolLaunceston/videos/677415156379333/

Happy Birthday To You!
Many Happy Returns to the following pupils who have had birthdays this week and over the coming
Easter weekend!
Henry Cox
Isla Ramsden
Erin Godwin
Oliver Goodwin
Edward Hosking
Daisy Bailey
James Tippett
Dexter Willingham

Anagrams Challenge
Guess the teacher—answers at the end!

Riddle Corner
1. What can you see but not hear?
2. You wear me everyday but you never put me on. I
will . change colours if you leave me out too long what
am I?

1.

swimming yeas

2.

jess norms

3.

defy firms

4.

drums nosh

3. I build bridges of silver and crowns of gold. What am
I?

5.

grow minds

Answers from last week:

6.

lorry mums

7.

cram door

8.

acre perms

9.

stem warmth

10.

mops shrink

1. How can you make 7 even? Remove the “S”
2. What can fill up an entire room without taking
up any space? Light
Guess the subject

Answers

1.

mismatch tea

1.

Mathematics

2.

cut moping

2.

Computing

3.

leg shin

3.

English

4.

agog hyper

4.

Geography

5.

Optic

5.

Topic
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Beautiful butterflies designed by Reception Class

Axel Scheffler has illustrated a digital book for primary
school age children, free for anyone to read on screen or
print out, about the coronavirus and the measures taken to
control it.
https://nosycrow.com/blog/released-today-freeinformation-book-explaining-coronavirus-childrenillustrated-gruffalo-illustrator-axel-scheffler/

Rufus in Year 3 has been getting creative at home. He made a sock
dragon and designed a fantastic poster thanking the NHS. Well
done Rufus.
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Thank you…..to everyone for sending in photographs and ideas for your school newsletter.

The pictures are

amazing and we have been inspired by what you are all doing at home to keep busy and adapting to a different
way of life. Please do keep the pictures coming and let us know how you are all doing. Please send your pictures
and stories to news@stjosephscornwall.co.uk

Well done Jonah you have been super busy and creative at home! Jonah has been using dyes to create
some colourful t-shirts and he is wearing it while he is doing some cooking.
Super effort Jonah—we love it!

Well done Russell in Year 1
a fabulous Easter bonnet!

Nicky Brice Ballet lessons are
still available at home /online
via Zoom to pupils at St
Joseph’s School. Get in touch
with Nicky via
nickybriceballet@gmail.com
or one of her social media
pages
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The NHS have teamed up with artists from around the UK to bring you lots of free poster
designs to colour in at home! We would love to see your finished posters and so would
NHS Million by using the #NHSMillion
http://www.nhsmillion.co.uk/nhs-posters
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Wow Alexie! This is a wonderful painting that Alexie in Year 6 has created to say thank you to our NHS and Key Workers.

Sam in Year 6 has been collecting stones on his daily walk and painting
them. He has been putting some of them back for his local community to
discover and enjoy too. This is a lovely idea, well done Sam!

Recipe suggestion from Mrs
Hopkins—Thai Basil Pork Stir Fry.
A recipe you can make as a family.
https://www.taste.com.au/recipes/
thai-basil-pork-stir-fry/jiszyokn

Great ideas from RHS School Gardening to keep you
and the children busy in the garden this Easter while
learning about recycling and reusing!
Head over to their Facebook page for more ideas...

https://www.facebook.com/rhsschoolgardening/
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Anagrams Challenge Answers
1.

Miss Hemingway

2.

Mrs Jones

3.

Mrs Diffey

4.

Mrs Hudson

5.

Mrs Godwin

6.

Mrs Mulroy

7.

Mr Cardoo

8.

Mrs Pearce

9.

Mr Matthews

10. Mrs Hopkins
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Bunny twist bakes recipe
Give your Easter celebrations a new twist with these fun, bunny-shaped rolls. Made with a simple spiced bread dough, you and
the kids can have fun twisting it into cute bunny shapes. They are gorgeous as they are, or you can give them a sweet touch
with a fluffy coconut tail.
Serves 6 (makes 6 rolls)
35 mins to prepare and 35 mins to cook, plus rising
Ingredients
250g strong white flour, plus extra for dusting
7g fast-action yeast
½ tsp salt
1 tsp mixed spice
½ tsp cinnamon
2 tsp caster sugar
1½ tbsp olive oil, plus extra for greasing
1 free-range egg, beaten
For the fluffy coconut tails (optional):
1 tsp honey
3 tsp desiccated coconut
Method, Mix the flour, yeast, salt, spices and sugar together in a large mixing bowl. Make a well in the centre and pour in
the olive oil and 150ml lukewarm water. Mix well until the dough starts to come together (add a splash more warm water if
needed), then tip onto a floured work surface and knead for 5-7 mins until you have a smooth, springy dough.
Roll the dough into a large sausage shape and cut into 6 even pieces. Roll one piece of dough into a thin strand (about 35cm
long). Cut 1cm off the end and roll into a smooth ball for the tail; set aside.
Lie one long strand in a ‘U’ shape on the work surface. Hold one end in each hand and cross over each other twice to form a
twist, leaving a small loop at the bottom to form the body and to leave a hole for the tail.
Line a baking tray with baking paper. Carefully transfer the bunny twist to the tray and flatten slightly to help it hold its shape.
Pinch or trim the ends of the dough into pointed shapes to make the ears. Brush the hole in the loop (the bunny body) with a
little water and place the reserved ball for the tail inside.
Repeat steps 2-4 with the remaining pieces of dough to form 6 bunny shapes. Cover the tray loosely with oiled clingfilm (to
stop it sticking) and set aside in a warm place to rise for 45 mins, or until doubled in size.
Preheat the oven to gas 4, 180°C, fan 160°C. Brush the bunnies with the beaten egg and bake for 30-35 mins until lightly golden. They should sound hollow when tapped underneath.
If adding the fluffy tails, lightly brush or dab the tails with honey and sprinkle over the coconut. Leave to cool slightly on a wire
rack before serving, or cool completely and store in an air-tight container until needed.
Tip: To make the bread dough, it is important to use lukewarm or tepid water to allow the yeast to work. An easy way to get
the right temperature is to use 1 part boiling water to 2 parts cold water, so 50ml boiling water and 100ml cold water in this
recipe.
https://realfood.tesco.com/recipes/bunny-twist-bakes.html
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Well done to Alvey Richardson in Year 9 for capturing this amazing shot of the moon that he sent Mr Scott this
week. A superb image that really captures the amazing full ‘supermoon’ that we were treated this week. Thank
you for sharing this Alvey!

And finally...Thank you Mr Thetford for making sure that the Orchard
and Outdoor School are kept looking lovely ready for the children
coming back. We are lucky to have a school with such great outdoor
space, and all of your efforts to make is so are very much appreciated
by staff and students alike. Three cheers for Mr Thetford!
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